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. This is surprising, in view of the abundant supplies of excellent freestone, but the assurance of the drawing, and the competence of the cutting, both attest an experienced hand. The rarity of inscriptions from Dorset may thus be an accident of survival rather than a lack of 'epigraphic habit'. 8 The width cannot be calculated with certainty, but if D M was centred between two upper hederae linked by a single loop, and not by a meandering line, the surviving width would be about two-fifths of the original. Line 2 evidently ended with a cognomen in -undus. Secundus is the most common (much more common than lucundus), but Verecundus is also common and, as a 'Roman' name containing a popular Celtic name-element, is a more attractive possibility in the Romanised civil zone of a Celtic-speaking province; it would also fit better into a panel 0.50 m wide. Although it is just possible that the deceased was described as duoviralis (an ex-magistrate, presumably of Dorchester), it is probable that line 3 ended with another cognomen. The only possibility seems to be Liberalis, assuming that E was written informally as II. (This would be very unusual in a monumental text, but the lettering, though quite elegant, is brush-drawn and somewhat informal.) [et Libe]ralis would fit the same line-length as [Verec] undus. This restoration, which is conjectural, would require that two persons, both male, were being commemorated; perhaps they were the small sons of a villa-owner. JO There is no trace of any letter to the right of L. Unless the letters were irregularly spaced, therefore, it looks as if FIL is complete. As an abbreviation offilius ('son') orfilia ('daughter'), in the nominative or an oblique case, it is very common. Below it are two lines intersecting at right-angles, apparently not a letter.
If the stone is part of a larger inscription, it was probably a tombstone or a milestone. Epitaphs occasionally end with a formula incorporating FIL (e.g. RIB 396), and there is a group of milestones (e.g. RIB 2267) erected to Constantine as Caesar (A.D. 306-7) and son of Constantius, ... divi Constanti pii Aug(usti)filio. (The find-spot is c. 3.5 km from the Fosse Way.) But this stone does not look like a fragment. The placing of FIL within equal margins, above a scratched panel(?) and below a carefully tooled top edge, suggests that the inscription is complete. Milestones have been found at villas (e.g. RIB 2220), but it was hardly worth breaking one up and carting the pieces some kilometres to Turkdean, when building stone was available on the spot. In any case, the said group of Constantinian milestone inscriptions all terminate with FILIO (unabbreviated). The Turkdean stone looks more like a grave-marker now broken at the bottom, which belonged perhaps to a funerary group re-used as building material. Conjecturally it was subordinate to a larger stone (also inscribed) in a burial plot, and commemorated a 'son' or 'daughter'. Since a child was not named until it was eight or nine days old, this pair of stones might have commemorated a mother who died in child-birth and her still-born child.
1' During the building of the clubhouse of Maryport Golf Club, when more of the slab was found but not reported at the time, it was broken up, and only these pieces were preserved by one of the workmen. 73 S has been scratched over a thick diagonal stroke, and is followed by a 'letter' which can be variously interpreted: it may be part of an earlier graffito (perhaps A) scratched out, or II (i.e. E) scratched out because it was inadvertently written twice. Whatever the explanation, this 'letter' should be disregarded, since the succeeding letters IINICI are certain, and Senicus belongs to the large group of Seno-names found in Celtic-speaking provinces. In Britain, it occurs (as Senica) in RIB 374. In this form it is rare; but the developed form Senicianus is common. 74 The two graffiti are differently aligned, and ( 
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Wallsend Roman fort (Segedunum, NZ 300 660), east gate. When the east gate was excavated in 1912 before development, its stones were removed to Wallsend Park, but reinstated in the mid-1980s. In 1999 they were incorporated in the current layout of the fort site, when it was noticed that six large facing-stones from the northern portal carry small Roman numerals incised on the tail of the stone. Since these numerals were not reported in 1912, despite detailed observation at the time, and since they do not resemble the large numerals sometimes incised on the face of Roman stones from Hadrian's Wall, and since they follow the sequence of the stones as they were found in 1912, it is likely that they were added then as a guide to re-assembly. 
